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Abstract 
Mayordomo, E., Almost every set in exponential time is P-N-immune, Theoretical Computer Science 
136 (1994) 487 506. 
A set A is P-N-immune if neither A nor its complement has an infinite subset in P. We investigate 
here the abundance of P-bi-immune languages in linear exponential time (E). We prove that the 
class of P-bi-immune sets has measure 1 in E. This implies that "almost" every language in E is 
P-N-immune, that is to say, almost every set recognizable in linear exponential time has no algorithm 
that recognizes it and works in polynomial time on an infinite number of instances. A bit further, 
we show that every p-random (pseudo-random) language is E-bi-immune. Regarding the existence 
of P-bi-immune sets in NP, we show that if NP does not have measure 0 in E, then NP contains a 
P-N-immune set. Another consequence is that the class of ~< P-complete languages for E has measure 
0 inE .  
In contrast, it is shown that in E, and even in REC, the class of P-bi-immune languages lacks the 
property of Baire (the Baire category analogue of Lebesgue measurability). 
1. Introduction 
I n fo rmal ly ,  a set A is b i - immune for a complex i ty  c lass  ~ i f  no  nont r iv ia l  part  o f  A 
or o f  its complement  can  be "a t tacked"  by  any  a lgor i thm o f  " type  oK,,. More  prec ise ly ,  
a set A is Z -N- immune i f  no  inf in i te subset  o f  A or its complement  is in ~ .  
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The notion of immunity was first introduced by Post [18] in recursive function 
theory. Flajolet and Steyaert ransformed it into the complexity theoretic setting in 
[6, 7]. Hartmanis and Berman show that E (linear exponential time) contains a P- 
bi-immune set ([10], observed in [12]), and an application of [9] yields that for all 
c > 0 there exists a DTIME(2C")-bi-immune set in E. P-bi-immunity is also studied 
in detail by Balcfizar and Sch6ning [2], where several characterizations are presented; 
for instance, a recursive set A C {0, 1}* is P-bi-immune if and only if {0, 1}* is a 
complexity core for A. 
Our goal here is to study the size of the class X of all P-bi-immune languages 
inside E, that is, to compare X N E and E by size criteria. We would like to generalize 
"There exists a P-bi-immune set in E" to "Almost every set in E is P-bi-immune". To 
do this we have first to give a precise meaning to this "almost every" equivalently, 
we have to classify by size criteria the classes included in E. Secondly we must prove 
that P-bi-immunity defines a "large" class within E. 
There are mainly two ways of size-classification f classes within E, namely measure 
in E and category in E, which are particular cases of resource-bounded measure and 
resource-bounded category, respectively. These two theories were introduced by Lutz 
[13, 14]. (Resource-bounded measure was introduced incorrectly in [13] and corrected 
in [14].) We will analyze the size of the class of P-bi-immune languages in both 
settings. 
Resource-bounded measure is a generalization of a powerful mathematical tool, 
Lebesgue measure. Lebesgue measure is useless within recursive classes such as E, 
because it associates to every countable class measure 0 (that is, minimal size) and 
every recursive class has a countable amount of languages, so there can be no size 
distinction among subclasses of E. To introduce his resource-bounded measure, Lutz 
takes a constructive way of defining Lebesgue measure and bounds the resources al- 
lowed in the construction, obtaining meaningful measures in exponential classes, that 
is to say, measures that allow existence of both small and large subclasses. 
We will prove that the class of P-bi-immune languages has measure 1 in E. (This 
means that its intersection with E is a "large" subclass of E, see Section 3 for defini- 
tions.) This implies that almost every language in E is P-bi-immune, and so it extends 
the previously mentioned result from [10] (in fact, it extends [9] since we will see that 
for any c > 0 almost every language in E is DTIME(2C')-bi-immune). As a corollary, 
the class of ~<~Pn-complete s ts for E has measure 0 in E. 
We obtain generalizations of the above result, such as: E-bi-immunity defines a 
measure 1 class within E2 (the class defined by polynomial exponential time, following 
Lutz's notation). So almost every language in E2 is E-bi-immune. 
The existence of P-bi-immune sets inside NP has been proven in certain relativiza- 
tions. (See for instance the oracle constructed by Gasarch and Homer [8].) We obtain 
here a sufficient condition for the existence of P-bi-immune sets in NP: if NP does 
not have measure 0 in E, then NP contains a P-bi-immune set. Lutz has proposed 
investigation of the hypothesis that NP does not have measure 0 in E, suggesting that 
it is reasonable relative to our current knowledge, insofar as it has widely believed 
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consequences. It is also shown here that if NP does not have measure 0 in E2 then 
NP contains an E-bi-immune set. (Recall that E2 is the smallest deterministic time 
complexity class known to contain NP.) 
The second method to estimate the size of  a class of  languages is resource-bounded 
category. Lutz defines this in [13] by bounding resources in topological Baire category. 
Classical Baire category differs drastically from Lebesgue measure [17], in the sense 
that "large" classes for Baire can be "small" for Lebesgue, and vice versa. We prove 
here that the class of P-bi-immune languages is a natural example that witnesses the 
differences between category and measure for the resource-bounded formulation. The 
class of P-bi-immune sets is not "measurable in E" in the category setting (formally, 
it does not have the property of  Baire), whereas it has measure 1 in E using resource- 
bounded measure. 
The two different approaches of category and measure give us two different concepts 
of typical language, namely generic language and random language. We contrast hese 
in the resource-bounded setting, observing that a pseudo-random language is necessarily 
P-bi-immune, while a pseudo-generic language can have an infinite subset in P. 
Sections 3 and 4, deal, respectively, with resource-bounded measure and resource- 
bounded category and they can be read independently. 
2. Preliminaries 
First, we review the notion of immunity. 
Definition 1. Let ¢~ be a class of languages, and L be a language. We say that L is 
~-immune iff L does not have an infinite subset that belongs to cg. 
Definition 2. Let ~ be a class of languages, and L be a language. We say that L is 
~-bi- immune iff both L and the complement of  L are cg-immune. 
The symmetric difference of two sets A and B, denoted AAB,  is defined by AAB = 
(A UB) -  (A NB). 
The boolean value of a condition 7 is denoted with [[}']]. 
We will use the alphabet 22 = {0, 1}. A string is a finite sequence x E {0, 1}*. We 
write Ix[ for the length of x. The unique string of length 0 is 2, the empty string. A 
sequence is an element of  {0, 1} ~.  
If x is a string and y is a string or sequence, then xy  is the concatenation of x and y. 
If x is a string and k E [N U {oc}, then x ~ is the k-fold concatenation of  x with itself. 
Let so, sl, s2 .... be the standard enumeration of the strings in {0, 1 }* in lexicograph- 
ical order. 
From now on we will use the characteristic sequence ZL of a language L to denote 
it, where ZL is defined as follows: 
ZLE {0, 1} ~ and ZL[i]= 1 iffsi  belongs to L. 
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So we identify the set {0, 1} ~ of all languages over {0, 1} with the set {0, 1} °° of 
all sequences. The complement of a set of languages X is X c = {0, 1 }o~ _ X. 
If  x is a string and y is a string or sequence, then x ___ y iff there exists a string or 
sequence z such that y = xz, and x~y if x z y and x ~ y. 
Definition 3. Let w E {0, 1}*. Cw denotes the class of languages {x C {0, 1} ~ Iw F 
x}. Let all be the class of  all functions f :  {0, 1}* ---+ {0, 1}% and rec be the class of 
recursive functions in all. Let p be the class of pol~cnomial time computable functions, 
P2 the class of functions computable in time 2 d°g n) for some k, pspace be the class of 
polynomial space computable functions, and pespace the class of functions computable 
• k . . . 
in space 2 d°g n) for some k. (In the last definitions the output space is bounded m the 
same way as the working space.) 
We fix a one-to-one pairing function ( , )  from {0, 1}* x {0, 1}* onto {0, 1}* such 
that the pairing function and its associated projections, {x, y} ~ x and (x, y) H y are 
computable in polynomial time. 
We let D= {m2-" ]m, n E ~} be the set of nonnegative dyadic rational numbers. 
With the exception of functions mapping into (0, 2 )  all our functions are of the form 
f :X  --~ Y, where each of the sets X, Y is ~, {0, 1}*, D, or some cartesian product 
of these sets. For purposes of computational complexity we regard such functions as 
mapping {0, 1}* into {0, 1}*. For example, a function f :  ~2 x {0, 1}* --+ [~ x D is 
interpreted as a function f :  {0, 1}* --+ {0, 1 }* in order to compute resources. Under this 
interpretation, f(i, j, w)= (k, q) means that f ( (0  i, (0 j, w)}) = {0 k, (u, v}), where u and 
v are the binary representations of the integer and fractional parts of q, respectively. 
For a function f :  {0, 1}* ~ {0, 1}*, we write fn  for the n-fold composition of f 
with itself. Let RE be the class of  recursively enumerable languages, and REC be the 
class of recursive languages. Let E =- Uc DTIME(2Cn), and E2 -- U,  DTIME(2no). 
We will use F in the rest of the paper to refer to a class of functions inside all. 
Next, we can associate with each class of functions F a class of languages R(F). 
This association will be used in the next two sections, when bounding resources from 
Lebesgue measure to obtain resource-bounded measure and from Baire category in 
order to obtain resource-bounded category. 
Definition 4. f ~ F is a constructor iff Vw E {0, 1}% w~f(w) .  
Definition 5. I f  h is a constructor in F, then R(h) is the unique element in {0, 1} °~ 
such that Vi, hi()~) E R(h). 
Definition 6. R(F)  is the class of languages {R(h) lh a constructor in F}. 
From the classes of functions we mentioned, we obtain well-known classes, as proven 
in [13]: 
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R(all) = {0, 1} ~,  R(p2) = E2, 
R(rec) = REC, R(pspace) = ESPACE, 
R(p) = E, R(P2space ) = E2SPACE. 
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3. P-bi-immunity and resource-bounded measure 
In this section we introduce the method of resource-bounded measure to classify 
complexity classes depending on their size, and then apply it to prove that the class 
of P-bi-immune sets has maximal size within E. As a consequence, almost every set 
in E is P-bi-immune, that is to say, almost every set recognizable in linear exponential 
time has no algorithm that recognizes it and works in polynomial time on an infinite 
number of instances. 
At the end of the section we explain some consequences of  this result for ~<Pm- 
complete languages and for the existence of P-bi-immune sets in NP. 
First, we review resource-bounded measure, introduced by Lutz [14]. Resource- 
bounded measure is a generalization of  classical Lebesgue measure on the real unit 
interval [0, 1 ]. Let us explain the meaning of "generalization" here. 
Lebesgue measure is a function that associates to each "measurable" subset X of  
[0, 1] a real number re(X), with 0 ~< m(X)  ~< 1. The value of  re(X) represents the 
length of X, in the sense that the measure of an interval [a, b] is b - a, and for more 
general subsets X, re(X) is based on the length of  the intervals that approximate X. 
Lebesgue measure is not defined for every subset of  [0, 1 ], and we say that a set X is 
Lebesgue-measurable if m(X)  is defined. 
The class of all languages on {0, 1}, that we have denoted {0, 1} °~, can be identified 
with the interval [0, 1] by associating to each x E {0, 1} 2 the real number that has 0.x 
as its standard binary representation. (We do not pay attention to the problem of having 
two different binary representations for the same number, such as 0.01 °~ = 0.1, that can 
be avoided by considering only infinite languages on {0, 1}.) Using this identification 
Lebesgue measure can be viewed as a measure on {0, 1} ~,  simply by defining the 
measure of  a class X C {0, 1} ~ as the measure of  the subset of  [0, 1] formed by the 
images of  the elements of X via the above identification. 
Given a recursive class c(, we could use Lebesgue measure on {0, 1} 2 to define #, 
a measure on Z as follows 
It(X) = m(X ~ ~) .  
But this would be useless, because since Lebesgue measure is always 0 for countable 
sets and recursive classes are always countable, # would be identically 0. 
In order to obtain a nontrivial measure on recursive classes such as REC, E, E2, 
ESPACE or E2SPACE, Lutz takes a constructive definition of Lebesgue measure and 
bounds the resources allowed in the process. Intuitively, we restrict he measurable sets 
to those from the Lebesgue measurable ones that can be "feasibly measured". We next 
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give this constructive definition of Lebesgue measure by using betting games, where 
we will be able to bound the resources used by the player. 
We consider a game in which there is a player with starting capital 0 < co E R and 
a hidden language L. The player bets part of  his money on the successive bits of ZL, 
making money on a double or nothing fashion. The game goes as follows. 
Step 0: The player bets a0, a part of  co, either that 2 E L or that ~. ~ L. I f  he wins, 
he gets double, that is 2 × ao, and his capital is now cl ----- Co ÷ a0. If he loses, he gets 
nothing and his capital is now cl -= Co - a0. 
Step 1: With the information I[)~ E L~, the player bets al, a part of Cl, either that 
0 E L or that 0 ~ L. If he wins, he gets double, that is 2 × al, and his capital is now 
c2 = cl + al. If he loses, he gets nothing and his capital is now c2 = Cl - al. 
Step n: With the information [[so ELI] ... [[s,-i E L]I, the player bets an, a part of 
c,, either that sn E L or that s~ ~ L. If he wins, he gets double, that is 2 × an, and 
his capital is now c~+1 :- c, + an. If he loses, he gets nothing and his capital is now 
Cn+ 1 ~ C n - -  an. 
The game goes on eternally, and we say that the player succeeds if he gets infinite 
money, that is to say, if the limit of {c,} as n goes to infinity is infinite. 
A strategy for this game is a function a: {0, 1}* --+ {0, 1} × [0, oc) that tells the 
player how much to bet, depending on the information the player has. That is, if 
[[so EL]] . . .  [[s,-I EL]] --- w, w E {0, 1}*, and a(w) = (b, u), the player should bet an 
amount of  an = u that ~s, E L~ = b, according to the strategy a. 
We can now compute the capital a player has when using this strategy a and rep- 
resent it via a function da: {0, 1}* --+ [0, cxz), with the meaning that, if []-So E L~ ... 
~s~-l E L~ = w, w E {0, 1}*, then the player's capital, after having bet on so . . . . .  s~-i 
according to a, is cn = da(w). The value da(2) thus represents the starting capital co. 
From a we can compute d a and vice versa: 
S (O, da(wO)- d~(w)) if da(wO) >~ d~(w), 
a(w)  
(1,d~(wl) da(w)) if da(wl) >~ da(w). 
Letb~{0,1}  
d,(wb):  ~da(w)+u if a(w):(b,u) ,  
~da(w) -u  if a (w)=(1-b ,u ) .  
From now on we will represent a strategy a by its capital function d~, which we 
call a martingale. 
Definition 7. A martingale is a function d: {0, 1}* ~ [0, ~)  satisfying 
d(wO) + d(wa) (1) 
d(w) = 2 
for all w E {0, 1}*. 
(1) is the only condition that a function must fulfill to be a martingale and it is 
imposed by the double or nothing fashion in which we defined the game. Notice that 
if d is a martingale then for each w E {0, 1}*, d(w) <~ 21~1 . d(2). 
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A martingale will be successful for a language L if the player using this martingale 
is successful when playing with L as the hidden language. 
Definition 8. A martingale d is successful for a language x E {0, 1} ~ iff 
lim d(x[O. . .n])  = oc. 
n~oo 
We are now ready to define Lebesgue measure. (Recalling our identification of 
{0, 1} °~ with [0, 1], the following is just a restatement of  more classical formula- 
tions of Lebesgue measure, for instance those in [17].) 
Definition 9. A class X C_ {0, 1 }~ has Lebesyue-measure 0 iff there exists a martingale 
d such that, for any L E X, d is successful for L. 
Intuitively, a class X has measure 0 when there exists a single strategy that is good 
for predicting any language in the class X. 
Definition 10. A class X C_ {0, 1 }~ has Lebesgue-measure 1 iff X c (the complement 
of X) has Lebesgue measure 0. 
We only define measure 0 and measure 1 because we are always interested in classes 
that are closed under finite variations, and from the Kolmogorov 0-1 law (Theo- 
rem 21.3 in [17]), these classes can only have measure 0 or measure 1, if they are 
measurable at all. 
Going back to the initial problem of defining a nontrivial measure inside REC, E, E2 
or ESPACE, what we do next is to restrict the martingales that can witness that a class 
has measure 0. Since martingales are real-valued functions, we cannot require them to 
be recursive in the ordinary sense. What we do is require them to be approximated by 
recursive functions, perhaps with additional complexity constraints. 
In this way for a recursive class of functions F, we define /~r as a restriction of 
Lebesgue measure to F-approximable martingales. We then use/~r to define a nontrivial 
measure # on a suitable recursive class ~ as/~(X) = #r(X  N 5¢). Let us formalize the 
following definition. 
Definition 11. A martingale d is F-computable iff there is a function a~ E F, d': N x 
{0, 1}* ---* D, such that 
Id(k, w) - d(w)l <~ 2 k 
for all k E N, and w E {0, 1}*. 
We now come to the key definition of  resource-bounded measure theory. 
Definition 12. A class X C_ {0, 1} °~ has F-measure 0 iff there exists a F-computable 
martingale d such that, for any L E X, d is successful for L. 
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Thus a class X has F-measure 0 when when there exists a F-approximable strategy 
that is good for predicting any language in the class X. 
Definition 13. A set X c_ {0, 1} °~ has F-measure 1 i f fX  c has E-measure 0. 
Notice that taking F = all we again obtain Lebesgue measure. 
There exists a resource-bounded generalization of  Kolmogorov 0-1 law (see [15]). 
For this reason we only define F-measure 0 and F-measure 1. 
We will use now F-measure to define a nontrivial measure on the class R(F). The 
justification of why it is a nontrivial measure is given by next theorem (Theorem 3.13 
in [14]), which states that R(F)  does not have F-measure 0. 
Theorem 14 (Measure conservation theorem, Lutz [14]). For ever), F-computable mar- 
tingale d, there exists a language L E R(F) such that d is not successful for  L. 
We finally define a meaningful measure in R(F). 
Definition 15. A set X C {0, 1}°~ has measure 0 in R(F) i f fX A R(F) has E-measure 0. 
Definition 16. A set X c {0, 1} °~ has measure 1 in R(F) iff X ~ has measure 0 in 
R(F). 
Recall from the preliminaries that taking F = p, P2, pspace and p2space we obtain 
R(F) = E, E2, ESPACE and EzSPACE, respectively. This implies that we have defined 
a nontrivial measure on the classes E, E2, ESPACE and E2SPACE. 
As a last measure concept, we introduce the pseudo-random languages, which rep- 
resent the notion of  "typical" language in this setting. 
Definition 17. A language L is F-random iff it belongs to every F-measure-1 class. 
The following lemma contains the first elemental properties of resource-bounded 
measure and is straightforward from the above definitions. 
Lemma 18. Let X, Y c_ {0, 1} °~. I f  Y C_ X and X has F-measure 0 then Y has F- 
measure O. Let X C_ {0, 1} °~. I f  X has F-measure 0 then X has measure 0 in R(F). 
For the nontrivial measure on E we just defined we can prove our main result on 
the class of P-N-immune languages. 
Theorem 19. The class o f  P-bi-immune languages has measure 1 in E. 
Proof. Let Y be the class of non-P-bi-immune languages. By Definition 13, if we prove 
that Y is a p-measure 0 class we have the theorem. 
Let A E E be a universal language for the class P, that is, if we define for each 
i E ~, Ai  = {X I (X, i) E A}, then P == {A i I i E N}. 
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For i > 0 we define the classes Y2i-I and Y2i as follows. If [Ai[= oc then 
Y2i I={L IA i~ L} and Y2 i={L IA iCLC}.  
I f  [Ai] < ~ then Yzi-I = ~i  = 0. It is easy to see that Y is contained in the union 
of  all the classes )7,,,. 
Next for each m E [~ we define a martingale dm E p that shows that Ym has p- 
measure 0. From these martingales we construct a single p-computable martingale d
that witnesses that Y has p-measure 0. This is a standard technique to prove that a 
set Z that is a "uniform" union of  the p-measure 0 sets {Zm} has p-measure 0. The 
technique is fully developed by Lutz in Lemma 3.10 of [14]. 
Let m E N,w E {0, 1}*. dm is defined as follows 
dm(~.) = 1. 
I f  m = 2 i - -  1, when Slw I E Ai we define 
d2i- l(W0) z 0, d2 i_ l (Wl )=2*d2 i  l(W); 
and when Sly I (5 Ai for each b E {0, 1} 
d2i- l (wb) = dzi l (w).  
I f  m = 2i, when Slw I E Ai we set 
d2i(wO) = 2 * d2i(w), d2i(wl ) = 0 ; 
and when Slw I ~ Ai for each b E {0, 1} 
d2i( wb ) = dzi( w ) . 
It is straightforward to check that for each m E ~, dm fulfills condition (1) in 
Definition 7, thus it is a martingale. Since A ~ E there exists c > 0 such that for each 
m E ~, dm can be computed in time 2 c(l°g(]w])) = Iw[ c on input w, and thus dm C p. 
Let us see that for each m E [~, dm is succesful on all languages in Ym. Let i > 0 
such that [Ai[= ~.  Let B E Y2i-I. For each n such that sn E Ai we know that since B E 
Yzi-t, sn E B, and thus d2i- l (7~B[0..n])= 2. d2 i - l ( zs [O . .n -  1]), and for n such that 
Sn ~ Ai, d2i I(~(B[0..n]) z d2i- l (ZB[0..n - 1]). But the case sn E Ai happens infinitely 
often, thus l im,~oo d2i I (ZB[0. .n]) - - - -~,  and di- i  is successful on B. The proof that 
d2i witnesses that Y2i has p-measure 0 is analogous. 
Now we define a martingale d as follows, for each w E {0, 1 }* 
d(w) = ~ 2-mdm(w),  
i~ l  
d is well defined because d(2) = ~ '~ 2 -m z-~i:l < ~ and d(w) <~ 21wld(2) < ~xD. 
Let us see that d is successful on all languages in Y. If  B E Y then there ex- 
ist m E ~ such that B E Ym, which implies that limn-+~ dm(7~e[O..n])= vo. But 
l im~ d(z~[0. .n] )  ~> 2 m . l imn~ dm(Za[O..n]) : ~ ,  thus d is successful on B. 
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Let us see that d is p-computable. We define d." N x {0, 1}* --+D as follows. Let 
kE IN ,  wE  {0, 1}* 
Iwl+k 
d'(k, w) = 2 2-mdm(w) •
i=1 
Since for every m, dm can be computed in time n c, then d" ~ p. Let us see that d" 
is a p-approximation o fd .  Let k E N, w E {0, 1}* 
Id'(k, w) - d(w)l = 2-mdm(w) ~< Z 2--m21wl = Z--k" 
i=[wl+k+l i=[wl-k+l 
We have that Y has p-measure 0, then yc has p-measure 1 and we have completed 
the proof of  the theorem. [] 
Next we look at the complexity cores of languages in E. A complexity core for 
a language L is a set of "infeasible" inputs for every algorithm that recognizes L. 
Complexity cores were introduced by Lynch [16]. 
Definition 20. An infinite set U C_ {0, 1 }* is a complexity core for a language A if 
for every machine M that accepts A and every polynomial p there are at most finitely 
many z E U such that the time of machine M on input z is smaller than p(Izl). 
A characterization of P-N-immune sets in [2] says that a language is P-N-immune 
if and only if it has {0, 1}* as a complexity core. Thus we have the next corollary. 
Corollary 21. Almost every set in E has {0, 1}* as a complexity core. 
In the next Theorem we extend Theorem 19 to the class of  ~'-bi-immune languages, 
for gJ any class such that E has a universal anguage for ~. The same kind of results 
hold for measure in ESPACE. 
Theorem 22. Let cg~ be a complexity class such that there exists A E E with ~ C 
{Ai l i ~ ~}. Then the class o f  ~;-bi-immune languages has p-measure 1, and thus 
measure 1 in E. Let ~ be a complexity class such that there exists A E E2 with 
~" c_ {Ai li E N}. Then the class of  ~-bi- immune languages has p2-measure 1, and 
thus measure 1 in E2. Let ~' be a complexity class such that there exists A E ESPACE 
with ~ c (At I i C ~}. Then the class of  ~,-bi-immune languages has pspace-measure 
1, and thus measure 1 in ESPACE. 
Proof. Similar to the proof of  Theorem 19. [~ 
Next we look at the class of  complete sets in E. Complete sets are considered the 
most difficult in a class, and for instance in [19], it is shown that a problem defined 
using a certain two-person combinatorial game is intractable because it is ~< P-complete 
for E. We want to know whether completeness i a typical property in E. We study 
~<P-completeness, that from [11, 4] is exactly the same as ~<P tt-completeness. 
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Corollary 23. The class of <~Pm-complete languayes Jor E has measure 0 in E. The 
class of  <~ P~-complete languages Jor NE has measure 0 in E2. 
Proof. As proven in [3], no ~<P~-complete set for E is P-bi-immune, so the class of 
~<Pm-complete sets is included in a measure 0 in E class by Theorem 19, and from 
Lemma 18 it has measure 0 in E. The second part is analogous, using Theorem 22 
and the fact that no ~<P~-complete set for NE is E-bi-immune (from [3]). 
Notice that it is not known whether NE C Ez. Also, from [l l ,  4] every -<P - 
- -  "~-t t t  
complete set for NE is ~< P-complete. 
An important consequence dealing with the existence of P-bi-immune sets in NP 
states. 
Corollary 24. / f  NP does not have measure 0 in E then NP contains a P-bi-immune 
set. I f  NP does not have measure 0 in E2 then NP contains an E-bi-immune set. 
Proof. The results follow from Theorems 19 and 22 and Lemma 18. [] 
We finish this section by seeing that the typical languages for resource-bounded 
measure are E-bi-immune. 
Corollary 25. Every p-random language is E-bi-immune. Every pspace-random lan- 
guage is ESPACE-bi-immune. 
Proof. For each c > 0, the class DTIME(U n) has a universal anguage in E. Thus 
Theorem 22 proves that the class of DTIME(Un)-bi-immune sets has p-measure 1. 
Since by definition p-random languages belong to every p-measure 1 class, it follows 
that they are DTIME(2C'2)-bi-immune for every c, and thus E-bi-immune. The same 
argument works in the proof of pspace-random languages being ESPACE-bi-immune. 
4. P-bi-immunity and resource-bounded category 
In this section we introduce resource-bonded category, a topological based way of 
size distinction for subclasses of E, ESPACE, REC and other recursive classes. We 
show that the class of P-bi-immune languages i  neither large nor small in E following 
resource-bounded category. We finish by proving that for a classes that is closed under 
finite variations, such as the class of P-bi-immune languages, the fact of being neither 
large nor small in E in the category sense implies that it is nonmeasurable in E in the 
category setting (formally, it lacks the property of Baire in E). Since we have seen 
in the last section that the same class has measure 1 in E, this shows that resource- 
bounded measure and resource bounded category are incomparable. 
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Classical Baire category was introduced by R. Baire in 1899 (and reviewed for 
instance in [17]). Lutz defines a resource-bounded category in [13], later studied by 
Fenner [5], based on classical category in {0, 1 }o~ with the usual topology of cylinders. 
Both classical and resource-bounded category can be characterized in terms of Banach- 
Mazur games, which are a type of two person games. We present here resource-bounded 
category only through Banach-Mazur games, which are simpler to understand and to 
use for our purposes. 
Informally, a Banach-Mazur game is an infinite game in which two players construct 
a language L by taking turns extending an initial characteristic sequence of L. There is 
a distinguished class of languages X such that player I wins if L C X; player II wins 
otherwise. 
Definition 26. Let X be a class of languages, let F1 and F2 be two classes of functions. 
A Banach Mazur game G[X; F1,F2] is a game with two players I and II such that 
player I has chosen a constructor g C F1 and player II has chosen a constructor h E F2 
(recall from Section 2 the definition of constructor, w~g(w) for every w). Starting 
from w : -  £, they play indefinitely as follows 
w := ,;~ 
REPEAT forever 
player I plays setting w := 9(w) 
player II plays setting w := h(w). 
END REPEAT 
As they play eternally they build an element of {0, 1} °~. We denote as R(g, h) the 
language built in this Banach-Mazur game. Notice that following Definitions 4 and 5 
the composition of g and h, h o g, is a constructor and R(g, h) = R(h o g). 
Definition 27. A winning strategy for player II in the game G[X; F1, F2] is a construc- 
tor h E F2 such that for every constructor g E FI, R(g,h) ¢ X. 
Intuitively, player II has a winning strategy when he has the ability to, starting with 
any finite prefix w E {0, 1}*, construct a language L with w G L that is not in X. 
Now we can define F-meager classes, which are the "smallest" ones in category. 
(In classical Baire Category, a meager class is sometimes referred to as a class of first 
category.) 
Definition 28. Let X be a class of languages. X is F-meager iff player II has a winning 
strategy for G[X; all, F]. 
We define co-meager classes as "large" classes. 
Definition 29. Let X be a class of languages. X is F-co-meager iff X c is F-meager. 
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We can now compare the definitions of  measure and category (for instance Def- 
initions 12 and 28), to find a hint of why category and measure are incomparable. 
A class X is F-meager when there exists a function in F that can, starting with any 
finite prefix w c {0, 1 }*, construct a language L with w r- L that is not in X. This 
intuitively means that X is F-meager when F has enough computing power to find 
holes in X in every cylinder. In the case of measure, X has F-measure 0 when there 
is a function in F that, for each w E {0, 1}*, predicts reasonably well all languages 
in X N Cw. Roughly X is meager when it is easy to get out of  it, and it is measure 0 
when it is easy to know. 
Next we need to translate the last definitions into a concept of  "category within a 
class". 
Definition 30. Let X be a class of languages. X is meager in R(F) iff X N R(F) is 
F-meager. 
Definition 31. Let X be a class of languages. X is co-meager in R(F) iff X c is meager 
in R(F). 
These definitions are nontrivial because Theorem 3.12 in [13] implies that R(F)  
is not F-meager. That theorem is a resource-bounded version of the classical Baire 
category theorem; in fact when F = all in Definitions 30 and 31 we get classical Baire 
category. In that context, typical languages are called generic. We define here F-generic 
or pseudo-generic languages. 
Definition 32. Let L be a language. L is F-generic iff L belongs to every F-co-meager 
class. 
(There exist more restrictive notions of genericity, studied among other people by 
Ambos-Spies et al. [1].) 
The following lemma states some basic properties of  meager sets, and is proved by 
Lutz [13]. 
Lemma 33. A subset of a F-meager set is F-meager. A finite union of F-meager sets 
is F-meager. Every F-meager set is meager in R(F). 
Let us show that the class of  P-bi-immune languages i  neither meager nor co-meager 
in E. Even a larger class, the P-immune languages, is not co-meager in E. 
Theorem 34. The class of P-bi-immune languages is not meager in E. 
Proof. We denote with X the class of P-bi-immune languages. By Definition 30 we 
have to see that there is no winning strategy for player II in the game G[X N E; all, 
p], that is to say, for every constructor h C p, there exists a constructor g E all, such 
that R(g, h) c X n E. 
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Let us start by introducing some notation for P-bi-immunity, that we use next in the 
definition of  9. 
Let A E E be a universal anguage for the class P, as in Theorem 19, that is, if for 
each i E N Ai = {x ](x, i) E A}, then P -- {Ai ]i E [~}. 
Given two languages B and L, there exist u, v C B such that L(u) ¢ L(v) if and only 
if B ~ L and B ~ U. Thus a language L is P-bi-immune if and only if for each i E N 
with IA~I = ~c, there exist u, v E Ai such that u E L and v ~ L. We can express this 
last condition in terms of finite prefixes of L as follows. A language L is P-hi-immune 
if and only if for each i E N with IAil = oo, there exist 7 E {0, 1}*,3' U L such that 
BSn, Sm EA, with 0 ~< n,m < 171 and 7[n]¢7[m] .  (2) 
We say that index i has been diagonalized in 3', and denote it with the boolean condition 
Diagonalized(i, 7), when condition (2) holds for this i and 7, that is, 
Diagonalized(i, 7) =- [[3sn, sm E Ai such that 0 ~< n, m < [7] 
and 7[n] • 7[m]]]. 
L is P-bi-immune if and only if for each i c IN with IAi] = oc ,  there exist ~, E 
{0, 1}*, 7 ~- L such that Diagonalized (i, 7) = True. 
For 7 E {0, 1}* and q >~ b'l, the set Diagonalizable(7, q) contains those indexes 
that have not been diagonalized in 7 and can be diagonalized using a string Sm in 
{sl~. I . . . .  Sq}, that is 
Diagonalizable(7, q) = {i ] Diagonalized(i, 7) -- False and 
3sn, s,n E Ai such that n < m, 13,1 ~< m ~< q}. 
Fix h E p. Next we define g such that R(g, h) is a P-bi-immune language in E. On 
input :~, g tries to get Diagonalized(i, g (c0)=True  for i in {1 . . . . .  I~l}. In order to 
do this for each sk with k ~> I~1, g checks whether some index in {1 . . . . .  I~1} can be 
diagonalized against using s~, and if so the diagonalization is performed. This process 
goes on until no diagonalization of an index in {1 . . . . .  I:~1} can be performed using a 
string in {sk . . . . .  s2k}. Then g gives an output of length k. Since Player lI next turn 
uses only polynomial time, it can only set values of R(f/, h) for strings in {sk . . . . .  s2k } 
and no opportunity of diagonalizatiorf for indexes in {1 . . . . .  I~1} is jeopardized by 
Player II. 
Formally, g is the function computed by the algorithm in Fig. 1. 
Let us show that R(g, h) is P-bi-immune, that is, for each i E N if IA, I - ~ then 
there exists 7 C {0, 1}* such that 7 r- R(g, h) and Diagonalized(i, 7) - True. 
Remark that by the termination condition of  the while loop, for each ~ E {0, 1}* 
Diagonalizable(g(~),21.q(~)l) N {1.. . . .  ITI} = (O. (3) 
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BEGIN 
INPUT 
~, :=~ 
IF Diagonalizable(a, 21~1)n {1 . . . . .  I~1} = 0 THEN ), := ~0 
{This is' to ensure ~Zg(z)} 
WHILE Diagonalizable(?, 2 k) n {1 . . . . .  I~l} ¢ ~ DO 
k := 
IF Diagonalizable(),, k )n  {1 . . . . .  I~l} ¢ (0 
THEN 
i :-- min{j IJ E Diagonalizable(7, k)) 
n := min{r I s~ ~ Ai} 
IF ),[n] : 0 THEN 7 := "ll 
IF ),[n] = 1 THEN 7 := y0 
{At  this' point we know that Diagonalized(?,, i) = True, 
since s~, sk E Ai and y[n] ¢ ),[k]} 
ELSE y := 70 
END WHILE 
OUTPUT 7 
END. 
Fig. 1. Algorithm that computes g.
For each l E N, let ~l = (h o 9)l(2). That is, ~0, ~a ..... are the successive inputs to 
g in the game against h, and for every l, ~l _u R(g, h). Since h E p, there is an l0 ~< 1 
such that ]h(x)] < 21xl for each x such that Ix[ ~> I~z01. 
Next we show by induction on i that if ]At] = oo then there exists 7 C {0, 1}* such 
that 7 ~ R(g, h) and Diagonalized(i, y) = True. 
For i -- 1, if IAI] < oo then we are done. If ]All = oQ, let s~ be the first string in Ai, 
let Sm be the smallest string in Ai such that n < m and let0] ~< m. Let l E N be such 
that ]at] ~< m < I~t+ll. We show that Diagonal ized(1,g(~t))= True. From equation 
(3) Diagonalizable(9(et),21g(~)l)n {1 . . . . .  ]ell} = ~, thus 1 ~ Diagonalizable(g(~t), 
21a~=t)l). But by the choice of l, 21g(=t)l ~> If(g(~l))] = IG(/+I] > m. Thus Sm is an op- 
portunity of  diagonalizing i = 1 in the computation of  g(al), this means that either 
Diagonalized(1, ~l) was already True or g uses Sm to get Diagonalized(1,g(~l))= 
True. This finishes the case i = 1. 
For the induction step, if ]All < vo then we are done. If ]Ai] = oo then by in- 
duction hypothesis for each j < i with [Aj[ = oo there exists 7j U_ R(g, h) such that 
Diagonalized(j, yy) = True. Take 7' the longest of these 7j. Let F be the union of  all 
finite languages in Al , . . . ,A i -1 ,  let st be the last string in F. Let r be the maximum 
of t, [7l, i and ]at0]. Let s~ be the first string in Ai. Let s~ be the smallest string in 
Ai such that n, r < m. Let l E ~ be such that [all ~< m < ]~t+ll. By equation (3) i 
Diagonalizable(g(~z),21u(~)l). But by the choice of m and l, 
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21~(~,)1 /> I f (g(~/) ) [  = I~z+~[ > m, 
and for each 7 E g(~t), with ]71 ~> I a] 
min{j ]j E Diagonalizable(g(~t),21~/(~)l)} >~ i. 
Thus sm is an opportunity of  diagonalizing i in the computation of  g(at), this means 
that either Diagonalized(i, al) was already True or g uses Sm to get Diagonalized 
(i, g(at)) = True. In both cases Diagonalized(i, g(a/)) = True, and the induction proof 
is finished. We have shown that R(g, h) E X. 
The language built in this game, R(g, h), is in E because to see if z ER(g, h) it is 
enough to play the game up to obtaining a string of length 21z1+1 _ 1. In the worst 
case we have to recognize languages Al,...,A21:l+t_ 2 on inputs So,... ,s21~1+1_ 2, which 
have length at most [zl, and to compute h for 21:1+1 _ 2 inputs of  length ~< 21zl+t _ 2. 
So the total time is bounded by 2 °(1~1). This is why, even though g ~ p, R(g, h) E E. 
Note that using Lemma 33 we have that the class of P-bi-immune languages is not 
p-meager. 
Theorem 35. The class o f  P - immune languages is not  co-meager  & E. 
Proof. We will denote with Y the class of  non-P-immune languages. 
By Definition 31 we have to see that there is no winning strategy for player II in 
the game G[YNE;al I ,  p], that is to say: for every constructor h E p, there exists a 
constructor g E all, such that R(g, h) E Y N E. 
So given h, we have to build g that puts a set in P inside R(g, h). 
For h E p, there exists e with [h(w)] < 21~b for all w E {0, 1}* such that ]w[ ~> 2 c. 
We define the sequence {a,}: 
ao = c, an = 2 a'~-t , n >/ 1. 
The set in P that we are going to include in R(g, h) is L = {0 a" [n >~ 0}. Note that 
Oan ~ San+ 1 --1. 
Algorithm for g: 
BEGIN 
INPUT 
IF ~=2 THEN 7=0 a1-11 
ELSE compute n such that an-t ~< [~[ < an 
7 := ~0~"-I~l-I 1
OUTPUT 7 
END. 
To see that L C_ R(g,h) just notice that if [el = an then Ih(~)l < 2 ~" = an+,, so the 
bits corresponding to the strings in L are never affected by h. 
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As the exponential function is time constructible, g is in p and since R(g, h) - -  
R(h o g), R(g, h) E E. [] 
Thus the smaller class of P-bi-immune sets is not co-meager in E either, therefore 
the P-bi-immune languages form a class that is neither meager not co-meager in E. 
Using essentially the same techniques we have the following results. 
Theorem 36. The class of E-bi-immune languages is neither meager not co-meager 
in E2. The class of PSPACE-bi-immune languages is neither meager not co-meager 
in ESPACE. 
For the class REC we obtain the following theorem. 
Theorem 37. For an), recursively presentable class ccf with P Ccg, the class of Cg-bi- 
immune languages i " neither meager nor co-meager in REC. 
Lutz (personal communication) has pointed out that these results imply that the class 
of P-bi-immune languages lacks the property of Baire in E (and classes up to REC). 
For the sake of completeness, we now introduce the resource-bounded property of Baire 
and the zero-one law for Baire category that supports this inference. 
Classically, an open set in {0, 1} °~ is a union of cylinders and a closed set is the 
complement of an open set. Also in the classical sense, a set X has the property of 
Baire if and only if there is an open set G such that XAG is meager. (This is the 
Baire category analogue of the fact that a set X is Lebesgue measurable if and only 
if there is an F~ set equivalently, a Ga set - H such that XAH has measure 0.) 
The extension of this notion to complexity classes is natural. We restrict he open sets 
to those that are F-unions of cylinders, and define the property of Baire in R(F) as 
follows 
Definition 38. A class X is open in R(F) iff 3h ~ F such that X N R(F) = (Uk Ch(0k)) (~ 
R(F). A class X is closed in R(F) iff it is the complement of an open class in R(F). 
Definition 39. A class X has the property of  Baire in R(F) iff X -~ GAQ, where G 
is open in R(F) and Q is meager in R(F). 
Definition 40. A class X of languages i  closed under fi~lite variations if for all lan- 
guages L and L/, if L E X and L/X,L I is finite, then U E X. 
The following lemma is a straightforward generalization of Theorem 21.4 in [17], 
which is the Baire category analogue of the Kolmogorov zero-one law for measure. 
To prove the lemma we use the next auxiliary proposition. 
Proposition 41. I f  X is a class of languages' that is closed under .finite variations 
then X is meager in R(F) 9 and only if there exists w E {0, 1 }* such that X A Cw 
is meager in R(F). 
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Proof. From left to right, just take w = 2. 
From right to left, let w E {0, 1}* be such that XNC~,, is meager in R(F), then 
there is a winning strategy h for player II in the game G[(X N Cw)O R(F); all, F]. 
Take yE  {0, 1}* such that Iwl = lyl. Let us show XNCy is meager in R(F). 
Define h:{0, 1}* --* {0, 1}* as follows. If yE_x,  then let z - -w .x [ Iw l~ lx l -  1], 
that is, z is the result of substituting y by w as prefix of x and let h(x)=x.  
h(z)[lxl.. Ih(z) l -  11, that is, h(x) is the result of substituting w by y as a prefix of 
h(z). If y~x,  then h(x) is the first string z E {0, 1 }* such that x~:z and Cy N C~ = 0. 
We claim that h is a winning strategy for player II in the game 
G[X n Cy N R(F); all, F]. 
It is clear that h E F. To see that h wins, let g be an arbitrary strategy for player I. 
We have two cases: 
Case (i) y C g(2). We define gt a constructor in all such that R(g ~, h) is a fi- 
nite variation of R(g, h). gt(2) = w.  g(2)[lwl.. Ig(2)l - 1]. If w E x, then let z = y.  
x[lY[.. Ixl - 1], and let g' (x ) = x . g(z )[Ixl . . Ig(z )l - 1]. I f  wT=x then g' (x ) = g(x ). Since 
h is a winning strategy for player II in the game G[(X n Cw) N R(F);alI, F],R(g', h) q~ 
X N Cw, but w ~ R(g r, h) and then R(g', h) ¢ X. Since y _ g(2) we always use the 
first part in the definition of h to compute R(g, h), and thus R(g, h) is the result of 
substitutingw by y as a prefix of R(g ~, h). But X is closed under finite variations and 
since R(g, h) is a finite variation of R(g ~, h), then R(g, h) ~ X. 
Case (ii) If y~g(2), then R(g, h) ~ C, by the definition ofh'. 
Each of the cases (i) and (ii) implies that R(g, h) ~ X N Cy n R(F), so h is indeed 
a winning strategy for player II. Thus X N Cy is meager in R(F) for each y with 
l y l -  Iwl. But since 
x = U (xncy) ,  
ye{O,1}lwl 
X is a finite union of sets that are meager in R(F), which by Lemma 33 implies that 
X is meager in R(F). This completes the proof. [] 
Lemma 42. I f  X is a class of  languages that is closed under finite variations and 
has the property of  Baire in R(F), then X is either meager in R(F) or co-meager in 
R(F). 
Proof. Assume that X is closed under finite variations, has the property of Baire in 
R(F), and is not meager in R(F). It suffices to prove that X is co-meager in R(F). 
Since X has the property of Baire in R(F), there is a class G that is open in R(F) 
such that XAG is meager in R(F). Since X is not meager in R(F), G ¢ 0. Thus there 
exists w E {0, 1}* such that Cw N R(F) C G N R(F). 
X c N Cw is meager in R(F) because X c N C~ c_ X c N G C_ XAG.  By the last propo- 
sition this is equivalent to saying that X c is meager in R(F). This completes the proof. 
[] 
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The following theorem thus summarizes the results of this section. 
Theorem 43. The class of P-bi-immune lanquaqes does not have the property of Baire 
in E, E2, ESPACE, or REC. 
Proof. This follows from Theorems 34 and 35 (extended to the classes E, E 2 and 
ESPACE), Theorem 37 and Lemma 42. 
In contrast with Theorem 43, it is easy to see that the class of RE-bi-immune lan- 
guages is all-co-meager, so P-bi-immunity is co-meager in the classical Baire category 
sense.  
From Theorem 43 and the remark following Lemma 3.9 in [5] we note that we 
cannot assume anything about the immunity of a pseudo-generic language. 
- There exists a p-generic language in E2 that is E-bi-immune. 
There exists a p-generic language in E2 that is not P-immune. 
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